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Dr Kiranmai Dutt Pendyala
Editor IJTD &
Corporate VP (HR), AMD Inc.
Hyderabad

More than a third of the world’s employers are struggling to find the right talent.
We have interestingly a situation of Talent Shortage experienced by the employers,
while at the same time, we have talent pools virtually brimming with people, and
Talent Engagement studies across the Globe show that 2/3 of the employees are ready
to jump ship, or in other words, willing to take up a new job immediately. With all of this
talent available, what’s causing such talent shortages?
An aging workforce in certain economies, unexpected and rapid growth in specific
sectors, the sudden need for entirely new types of jobs (in the technology and data
niches, for example), poor training and knowledge sharing practices, and even
inadequate compensation have all been blamed to be the root causes for Talent
Shortage.
Whatever the cause, we all know the results of unfilled talent gaps: reduced
productivity and innovation, greater burdens on the resources/ employees we have,
lower satisfaction and engagement levels, increased turnover … the list goes on.
The obvious question is … how are employers responding to these talent shortages?
Majority of the employers in the private sector tell us they are taking steps to grow the
talent pool and ensure access to the right skills that will help drive business results. Yet
more than one out of five employers report that they are currently doing nothing to
remedy the skills gaps indicating that they may not understand how the talent
shortage is putting their business at risk or they simply don’t know how to effectively
solve the issue.
iv

Doing nothing clearly isn’t a viable long-term strategy for most employers but growing talent pools certainly makes
sense. However, it’s not the only option we have. We can also reskill and upskill the employees we currently have. But
to do so, our vision of these individuals must be crystal clear. We need to know precisely the talents and skills they
possess and those they lack—especially those we need to grow and remain competitive. Once we have this clear
vision, we must put it to use and implement training and development programs that fill our gaps, disseminating the
right knowledge in the right ways. For today’s workforces, this means more mobile and social learning, more
interactive and independent learning technologies, more mentoring and peer-to-peer learning, and the like.
We also have to take steps to better understand the specific work our people are most interested in doing, where
their natural capabilities and skills lie, and the types of projects they want to work on in the future. Frequent and
effective performance reviews are an ideal tool for gathering all of this critical information.
If we want to fill our talent gaps and build workforces capable of successfully carrying us into the future, expanding
our talent pools is a terrific idea. Let us learn from a few research or collated articles from HR enthusiasts/
professionals/ practitioners in this issue of IJTD on the topic of “Upskilling and Reskilling: A Business Imperative”.

Kiranmai P.
Editor, IJTD

*****
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National President's Message
Today, organizations face multiple challenges on all fronts as far as dealing with a
dynamic environment is concerned. Companies demand more specialized skill-sets
while the workforce is constantly changing and growing. The concept of “re-skilling”
and “up-skilling” have, therefore, become central to sustaining business
momentum—to ensure that companies/industries are provided with the right talent to
find the most innovative solutions, and to keep employees engaged and up-to-date in
terms of their skill-sets.

Dr R Karthikeyan
National President &
Managing Director,
Gemba Mgmt Consulting Pvt Ltd,
Chennai

According to ManpowerGroup report Sales “Nearly eight out of 10 employers surveyed
tell us they are taking steps to grow the talent pool and ensure access to the right skills
that will help drive business results, yet more than one out of five employers report that
they are currently doing nothing to remedy the skills gaps indicating that they may not
understand how the talent shortage is putting their business at risk or they simply don’t
know how to effectively solve the issue.” I found myself agreeing with the statement
made by this very ManpowerGroup sales report, when they said that “as much as
growing our talent pools are important, it is not our only option. We can also re-skill and
up-skill the workers we currently have.”
They went on to explain that to do so, our vision of these individuals must be clear.
Once we have this clear vision, we must put it to use and implement training and
development programs that fill our gaps, disseminating the right knowledge in the
right ways. For today’s workforces, this means more mobile and social learning, more
interactive and independent learning technologies, more mentoring and peer-to-peer
learning, and the like.
Today’s workforce realizes that merely moving up the hierarchy is not enough. What
keeps a career vibrant and increasingly relevant are the experiences that employees
gain through different on-the-job opportunities for learning and career building. Reskilling is an important lever here too, to help employees make the most of the possible
opportunities that could come their way by having the required and relevant skill-sets.
These were accurate observations made by the senior vice president and head, HR of
Infosys Limited. He went on to add that as organizations mature in their solutions to
clients, the expectations from clients will continue to increase. New skills, which
combine the understanding of domain, technology and consulting, will increasingly be
required. New technologies and platforms will require niche skills. These are not
necessarily found at junior levels and, therefore, accelerating experience and skill
development will be key initiatives.
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ISTD, being a premier institution for training and development conducts many training and certifications programs to
contribute to this very cause. We know it’s a big commitment as a company to up-skill or re-skill an existing worker,
especially if they are already facing a high work load. At the same time, individuals who are already well established
in their careers may be hesitant about embarking on a new qualification.
While these are legitimate concerns, there are still plenty of reasons to pursue this opportunity, such as:
1.

To increase Productivity

2.

Business Growth

3.

Happier employees

4.

Previous experience can count towards the process for future qualifications

5.

New employees will immediately see the potential for growth

6.

It creates a learning culture

Upskilling & re-skilling -now and in the future
Need new ways to have a solid
workforce - recruitment & retention
* Migration, re-skiling of older
workers, Offshore, Flexibility

Managerial

*training and development is a key
plant in any Employer's retention
strategy

Skilled & Technical
Unskilled

*train workers now to fulfill your
business'needs+contribute to their
future careers

WHERE JOBS ARE BEING LOST & WHERE THEY ARE GROWING?

To conclude, Up-skilling and Re-skilling training have an abundance of advantages, from improving employee
motivation to saving the company money. And it doesn’t have to cost a fortune. We can simply begin by assessing
gaps in your current employees’ knowledge. We must also allow them to develop their own career development path
and then offer the time and resources to help them achieve their goals. You can offer training pretty much anywhere,
from a brick-and-mortar classroom to virtual classroom or even on your trainees’ smart phones. But most
importantly, we must remember to take the time to invest in up-skilling employees so that they stay with us and help
our organization to grow and thrive.

Dr. R Karthikeyan
National President, ISTD
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Code of Conduct for ISTD Members
Code of Ethics & Conduct for the Members of National Council and Managing Committees of ISTD
Serving ISTD is an honor.
Every elected representative of the ISTD at the national and chapter level has obligations to the members. The
activities are run by the members through their representatives for the members. Having accepted an obligation to
act in the best interests of the organization as a whole, NC/MC members are expected to adhere carefully to the
policies, goals and principles of the organisation. Policies reflect goals mentioned in the bylaws and in the mission
statement.
The Code offers a set of values, principles and standards to guide decision making and help focus on appropriate
behaviour and foster the culture of accountability. Decision making being a process, there are many instances where
simple answers are not available to resolve complex issues, there are always debates after decisions are taken and
hence following Code of Ethics and Code of Conduct will help reduce such criticisms for ISTD to maintain professional
ethics.
The Code of Ethics serves several purposes such as:
•
•
•

Identify values on which professionals manage the affairs of ISTD
Establish accountable standards that guide NC/MC members
Gain knowledge about established policies and procedures of ISTD

Code of Ethics
1.

Participation in the meetings
NC/MC members have responsibility to establish and run a well articulated mission and philosophy.
Therefore, participation in the NC/MC meetings plays a significant role in the Governance of ISTD as the
decisions taken by the NC/MC impacts its entire membership. Hence the elected representatives must
participate personally or otherwise.
Due to budgetary constraints, it is possible that National Council Members are not able to attend all the
meetings of National Council. In that case the National Office will circulate the points of agenda at least
two to three weeks in advance to all members and solicit their recommendations/views in writing or
electronically so that decisions taken benefit the member in the entire country. All the views received will
be presented at the National Council Meetings and only those decisions will be approved to which there
is consensus of majority of the ELECTED representatives of the National Council/ Committees. In case
the majority views are not received then the National Office will circulate once again the views of the
National Council members and the consensus of the National Council in the last meeting, with a rider
that in case no comments are received from National Council Members with in a period of two weeks,
then the agenda item will be approved as per the views already received and approved in the last
National Council Meeting.
1
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2.

Obligations
ISTD gains credibility when members establish commitment to its set philosophies. Every member must
strive to achieve ISTD’s objectives with honesty and integrity.

3.

Transparency and information sharing
NC/MC members must share information about ISTD and its governance (including decisions taken in
NC/MC meetings) and take steps to educate members and support their professional development.
Treat all information received from members during ISTD events as proprietary and for the purpose of
benefiting the ISTD and its membership. Use membership data base of the ISTD as confidential
reference tool to communicate with individual members of the ISTD and seek the permission of the
national office to use this data base for any other purpose.

4.

Governance
Promote activities of the ISTD by significantly contributing to the management of ISTD. Such
contributions must be reflected in the reports of the chapter and/ or the national office.

5.

Conflict of Interest
NC/MC members must avoid conflict of interest by any relationship or activity that might impair or even
appear to impair the ability to make objective and fair decisions when discharging their duties. All
decisions must be taken in legitimate interest of ISTD when the opportunity to do so arises.

6.

Individual Contributions
Strive to add value by contributing significantly to the management of the affairs of ISTD.

7.

Create Awareness
Advocate the relevance and usefulness of training and development as a profession and ISTD as a
society of professional trainers.

8.

Competence
Accept responsibility on the basis of existing competence or through acquiring necessary competence.

9.

Conduct in the affairs
Conduct at all times to avoid actions that may adversely affect the interests or good standing of ISTD;
have all facts in order to initiate discussions, deliberate and reach right solutions; besides, understand
and follow the rules and regulations of ISTD.

Once an issue has been discussed and decided, support it and defend it. Be open and communicate to prevent
misunderstandings.
Code of Conduct
The NC/MC members agree to the following Code of Conduct (Behavior) to be affirmed on taking over an office at
National Council level, Chapter level/Committee level.
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Adherence to this Code
•

Each member has a personal responsibility to ensure that his or her actions abide by the letter and the

•

spirit of this code.
Members must drive a culture in which compliance with the ISTD’s policies is at the core of all the

•
•
•

activities.
Members must assume moral responsibility to clarify their responsibility and role.
Professional ethics are at the core of NC/MC of ISTD
Every candidate while giving consent for nomination for any MC/NC position must sign the Code of
Conduct and Code of Ethics by pledging to abide by it.

FOR MEMBERS / CONTRIBUTORS / AUTHORS
The Trends in Human Resources continue to be not only interesting, but very apt for the changing and reconfiguring
organizations. Currently, there is indeed a lot of buzz around automation, machine learning, artificial intelligence,
and the consequent impact on jobs and machines replacing humans.
IJTD issue of July-September 2017 will focus on the theme: “Future of Work: Implications to Human
Resources”. Our Editorial Committee members will strive to interview leaders from MNCs, PSUs, and Private
Enterprises to showcase the trends, based on the said theme.
The upcoming July- September 2017 issue invites Research articles from interested authors on the following theme:
Future of Work: Implications to Human Resources: With the imminent automation, and efficiency building
driving businesses to invest in Robotics and replace humans with machines, what are the implications staring at the
future talent acquisition strategies of Organizations, and what kind of jobs are likely to get impacted with the
advances in Artificial Intelligence, and Machine Learning? How are the HR professionals and leaders preparing for
the Future Workplace?
Research articles/ Case studies/ best practices or learnings from authors are invited for the July-September 2017
Issue of IJTD

The Length of the Article: 2500-3000 words (approx.5-6 pages).
The Content: Preferred to have illustrations / tables to support the data/ content.
Please send your article before September 30, 2017 to the to the following editorial committee members :
1) pkiranmai64@gmail.com

2) marketing@istd.co.in

Looking forward to your active contribution in sharing articles for the issue.
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The Story Of ISTD and Change
ISTD with its rich history and several Business leaders as well as academically astute leaders have led the
Professional Body in various capacities over the decades, and it will be interesting to listen to the Story of growth,
development and change with ISTD and at ISTD through the eyes of such leaders.

Shri T. V. Subba Rao
• Seasoned HR & Senior Management Professional with work
experience of more than 47 years
• Current Chairman of SKILL INDIA MISSION-ISTD & Building
Committee and Co-Chairman of Executive Committee
• Past National Vice President of ISTD (2015-16) with 48
Chapters Pan India and membership of 7278.
• Past Chairman of NIPM, Chennai Chapter
• FELLOW of NIPM & ISTD

My journey with ISTD is more than 2 decades- as Life Member attached to Chennai Chapter. I was hitherto active in
NIPM, Chennai Chapter, having conducted a mega event, the first of its kind in the history of NIPM- ASIA PACIFIC HR
CONFERENCE in 2005 as Chairman.
Winds of change started in 2006, when I took over as Chairman. On successful completion of my term despite
advice by seniors to continue, I relinquished the Chairman position, brought in new and young blood, thereafter,
guiding continuously and nourishing the Chapter in all its activities-programmes, membership increase, etc. After
my retirement in 2013, focussed more in Chennai Chapter mentoring, encouraging and guiding the young, dynamic
and energetic new office bearers.
Chennai Chapter had taken lead in CSR activity in organising programmes in support of BLIND, CANCER
ERADICATION and a big lead in rehabilitation during Chennai floods last year- notable feature being participation
from most of the Chapters in our efforts. As an offshoot, we started a programme NEEROTRU (water conservation
project in rural and urban areas) with 270 student members participating in the activity.
IDAC was initiated at Chennai and found good response and many chapters appreciated the model and proposed to
have it as a NATIONAL model. Today, Chennai is a premier chapter famous for its quality programmes, membership
services and the most rapidly expanding Chapter.
Big change also started at National level with Dr. Gangadharan as National President in 2012. Brought in many
changes right from shifting NC meetings which hitherto were conducted at only one place to different Chapters,
introduced bottom up approach by involving as many NC members as possible, debated for many changes and
organised EGMs to bring in changes in the constitution of ISTD. Raised several issues towards change for betterment
in EC meetings as well as NC and spearheaded for changes. Amendments were passed in the AGM conducted in
2013. Played active role in various amendments during NC meetings.
4

Key highlights and achievements of ISTD, as observed over the years:
•
•
•

Membership of 7278
48 chapters with pan India presence
18 Month Diploma in Training & Development-approved by Ministry of HRD, the only recognised Diploma

•

by an exclusive Training body
Contribution to Skills through MES(MODEL EMPLOYABLE SKILLS) as nodal agency with Pan India

•

presence as Assessing Body
Affiliation with International Training bodies like IFTDO (International Federation of Training &

•

Development Organisation & ARTDO (Asian Regional Training & Development Organization)
Built up assets with own building in the Capital by National office and few chapters with building assets
locally

With the induction of new team, headed by the dynamic and energetic National President, Dr. R Karthikeyan, many
reforms were initiated besides a push into high tech driven digitalization, strengthening of Chapters, improving
members services, revamping the committees for bringing radical changes, introduction of welfare Schemes to
employees etc. I am privileged to be associated with all the above changes.
Avenues for increasing membership
•
•
•
•

Explaining the benefits of membership with ISTD to potential members
Use the 20000 Diploma Pass out candidates data
Aggressive Branding
Improving membership services in Corporates, birthday greeting to all members, members get together
at Chapter Level, Introducing Mediclaim services to the families (Many members who are retired at

•
•

present undertake these personally at higher premium), offering member companies products at discount
Promoting competition among members
Support for talent improvement of members as well their families

I am confident that membership will grow in a big way by adopting at least some of the measures listed here.
What does ISTD represent to me as on today?
ISTD has several favourable factors; Pan India presence, Headquarters in the Capital- Proximity advantage, Good
Data Bank of talent, Talent pool of experienced and versatile consultants as well as experienced professionals from
Industry, as well membership from large institutions from Public and Private sectors.
It has high growth potential by initiating- Changing organization Structure, Replacing conventional management
systems, bringing constitutional changes, encouraging Top down management approach, Motivating Staff, Arousing
interest by members of the NC – The highest policy making body to effectively participate, Digitalisation, More
usage of social media, Aggressive Branding, Undertaking social activities, Tie up with overseas organisations,
Introducing more certificate programmes, Setting up training centres across the country and contributing to the
cause of skilling India, 5 years plan and vision. Should go for ISO systems which will pave the way for system based
management
5
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My views on “Change is an opportunity”
This is the need of the hour and’ Change’ for the better. This applies to ISTD also. An organisation with 47 years
standing and having Pan India presence needs many changes to grab the opportunities of advancement in the
professional arena. As explained earlier, opportunities exist and that is possible only through implementing changes
and explaining the benefits of change, dispelling misgivings. Success depends on the leadership and direction. One
such bold decision with the CHANGE OF LEADERSHIP after installation of Dr. Karthikeyan as NATIONAL PRESIDENT
is to get into SKILL TRAINING and become a leader in the Skill Training of school drop outs and BPL families in India.
Few of the objectives are:
To organize EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS programs Pan India to help those desirous of joining employment.
To create employment opportunities:
1.
2.
3.

To introduce Revenue Sharing Model for Chapters and other participative members
Organise and Support Regional and National conferences on Skill India Mission
We had done survey on the employment potential in few states and find vast opportunities for skilling
and consequential placement in the following trades :1. Retail
2. ICT
3. Fitter
4. Plumber
5. Painter
6. Tailoring and designing
7. Auto Sector
8. Textiles
9. Healthcare, etc.

As National Vice President during 2015-16, objected to the construction of New Building at exorbitant cost ,which
was supported unanimously by NC Members and other OFFICE BEARERS at Kochi. Under the new Leadership of Dr.
Karthikeyan, as Chairman of Building Committee, decided to strengthen all Regions by opening up regional offices
with an estimate of Rs.3 Crores, which was approved by both NC and AGM. The First Regional office Building will
come up at Kolkata shortly.
It is my earnest desire that through this Skilling Activity, ISTD should effectively participate in the SKILL INDIA
MOVEMENT and also bring more involvement of chapters as well members. A circular was sent to all members about
the scheme and we have good response from Members across the country.
Few organisations have expressed their interest to utilise our services in skilling their existing shop floor.
My advice to the young ISTDians and HR/ training professionals
Youngsters with their modern approach to issues have greater role in the development of the country as well any
organisation. They should join ISTD in good numbers, participate in framing new policies and implementation,
challenge the status quo and be change agents, and share new trends.
6

Benefits in associating with ISTD
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunity to interact with other professionals during monthly meeting and seminars
Updating their professional knowledge
Opportunity to submit research papers in the house magazine IJTD
Member of a Pan India Organisation of Trainers
Opportunity to participate in various skilling activities
Betterment of career opportunities through networking and knowledge sharing
Opportunities to contribute to a professional organisation

We had experimented the CHANGES at Chennai Chapter successfully and at National level too. The initial changes
initiated by the National President were welcomed by all members and the results could be seen in the last one year.
Let us support the changes and take ISTD to greater heights.
Inspiration is drawn from such leadership words and deeds. As we all know, “action speaks louder than words, and
the two decade association of Shri T. V. Subba Rao, and his corporate stint at Nippo Batteries, combined with his
passion for the professional bodies like ISTD and NIPM created the relevant flavours to strengthen the organizations
and lead the change waves hitting the shores of these bodies, and bring us to the current, with a strong embankment
we can lean on…

*****
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Cope or Quit
Dr. J. Venugopal
Professor – MBA Department,
Visvesvaraya College of Engineering & Technology,
Hyderabad

Abstract
The present study examined about the change process initiated as a result of the policy decisions taken over by the
Government and also by the public sector airline in order to sustain in the competitive airline market. The major
strategic decisions adopted were merger of domestic public sector airline with international public sector airline
which have two different cultural environments. The new entity has taken various pro active strategies to recharge
the existing potentiality and also to cope up with the market driven environment; otherwise there is no other option
except to quit the organization. The PSU airline has maintained its dominant role even after the entry of many private
operators in the airline market. The survey has resulted in that the airline customer has benefited significantly.
Keywords : Performance, Public Sector Airline, Skill, Organizational Development.
INTRODUCTION:
The present study has focused on the conceptualized theme of “Up- Skilling And Re-Skilling- A Business
Imperative” with respect to the airline, more specifically the public sector airline functioning under the umbrella of
Ministry of Civil Aviation, Government of India. The basic objective of any organization whether it is operated by the
private persons or Government functionaries or operated by the both Government and private experts under the
concept of public private participation, is to maximize the profits or wealth maximization or to increase the earnings
per share or to improve the overall market share, and to maintain the leadership position in the market with more
consistency. In order to sustain and survive in the long run, the organizations have to transform its various
operational activities to meet the desired level of the stated objectives; otherwise the survival is very difficult in the
long run. In the word “SKILL” if the letter “S” is removed the remaining word is “KILL”; similarly in the word
“SKILL”, the letters “S and K” are removed, the remaining word is “ILL”, all these have negative impact on the
human being himself and also influences the others. It is wise to Cope Up with the new environment by way learning
and contributing for development i.e., Development of Self which recharges the existing potentiality, enhances
scope for learning new things through the imparting the latest training technological and the other infrastructure
which finally results in the overall increase in performance and the overall ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT.
Rationale Behind The Study: The introduction and induction of economic reforms by Government of India has
brought significant changes in almost all sectors. There is no exception to the Ministry of Civil Aviation. The
implementation of economic reforms has necessitated many organizations to restructure their operational and
administrative set up to sustain and survive in the market. The impact of economic reforms has shown significant
influence on the performance of all organization which also includes manufacturing sector, service sector and
administrative sectors like Government owned organizations and institutions. The economic reforms have been
8

implemented in various ways in all the sectors by the way of simplifying the existing rules and regulations e.g.,
deregulation or liberalization, providing scope for disinvestment of public sectors, transfer of certain organizations to
private sector which were reserved for Government sector. In the Civil Aviation sector, the management (s) of the
two organizations has taken decision as per the directives stated by the

Ministry of Civil Aviation, Government of

India to consolidate and combine their operational functional activities. The organizations like Airports of Authority of
India and International Airports Authority of India were combined and the new entity has been formed known as
Airports Authority of India.

In this implementation process, some sort of uncertainty has been felt by the

organizations of all types.
As per the guidelines indicated under the liberalization policy, the Ministry of Civil Aviation, Government of India has
given permission for private participation in the aviation sector. Earlier, the air taxi operations were permitted for an
exclusive stated purpose to operate flights. After the liberalization, the various existing policies were modified and
provided scope for the entry of private operators into the airline field. As a result, many operators with and without
experience have entered into the airline market like VIF Airways initially had operations at combined states of Andhra
Pradesh and State of Telangana. Similarly, many airline operators like the Air Deccan, East West Airlines, King Fisher
Airlines, Go Air, Jet Airways etc., entered into the airline market with their own operational strategies.
Need For Change: The entire airline industry is operating under the critical financial stringency with rare
exceptions. The Open Sky Policy has resulted in the permission given to private operators has discounted the
performance of the public sector airline(s). The existing airline market has shared between the public sector
airline(s) and the private sector airlines. The profitability of the entire airline has been fallen. The media like press,
electronic and also the secondary sources like the published annual reports of the various organizations have
indicated the fluctuations in the financial and physical performance, and also the uncertainty prevailed among the
staff at various levels about their jobs and future. The entire airline industry across the globe is in trouble condition.
In this scenario, some airlines like VIF Airways, East West Airlines, etc., were closed or diverted into some unrelated
business operations. Some airline operators like Air Deccan had been merged with King Fisher Airlines, similarly, the
airlines like Air Sahara, Jetlite etc., also had been merged with some other airlines. The Government of India has
also given permission to the private owners to participate in the development of infrastructure like development of
airports under the public private partnership basis and also permitted the public sector airlines for Joint Ventures.
The Rajiv Gandhi International Airport, at Hyderabad has been built under the Public Private Partnership among the
Government, GMR Group and State participation. The Air India Limited has established Joint Venture with Singapore
Airline known as AIR INDIA SATS.
Identification of the Problem: It is known that earlier the various airline organizations operated under the public
sector were the Vayudoot Limited, Indian Air Lines Limited and Air India Limited. The Vayudoot Limited has been
performed its activities as a feeder airline, connected with various small cities to big cities, coordinated to extension
of its operational activities to tourism centres, pilgrimage centres etc. It is found from various secondary published
sources like annual reports, press reports, there was improvement in physical performance but not in financial
performance. The secondary published sources like annual reports and also some project literature sources also
indicated that due to lack of sufficient number of aircraft, changes in ruling party at centre and also some political and
economic reasons, the policy makers has taken the decision to merge with the Indian Airlines Limited.

9
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What Necessitates The Change: The objective of the Open Sky Policy is liberalize the aviation / airline policy so
that the airline customer could be provided with many options like to fly by any airline according to his choice. The
airline consumer is at liberty to opt the airline which provides the best service. This policy has thus created a
challenging task to the entire airline to improve their operational efficiency. The maintenance of an airline business is
not an ordinary task. The airline product is “ SPACE ”, for transportation of human being like live stock and also the
other non live stock. The cost of product is very high. Obviously, the consumer expects maximum satisfaction for the
price paid. The consumer gets maximum satisfaction only when there is “ On Time Performance ”. The regulating
authorities also provided certain benefits to private airline operators like to operate flights on certain profitable
routes in which the public sector airline(s) has already has its operational activities. This has discounted in the
financial performance of the public sector airline to some extent.
Merger: As a result of the implementation of the Open Sky Policy, and the entry of private operators, the policy
makers have taken the decision to merge the Indian Airlines Limited with the Air India Limited in order to meet the
competitive edge on the global basis. Initially, there was resistance from some group in both the organizations like
Indian Air Lines Limited and Air India Limited. This is because earlier the Indian Airlines was operated its flights on
domestic routes and to some neighboring countries like Singapore, Oman etc., and Air India has operated its flights
on international routes like America etc. The two public sector airlines were having different organizational cultures,
different functional policies related to marketing / commercial and Human Resources Development like career
development, incentives, transfers etc. All these factors have necessitated the respective managements of the both
airlines to formulate a common strategy of development nature and communicate among their functional heads to
counsel their staff under various functions.
Challenges: The major challenges faced by the both the airlines were the Corporate Restructure, HR merger,
Financial Merger, Restructure of the Organizations, Reengineering of structural process, transparency at various
stages in implementation of merger, maintain the rapport and positive relations with the Unions at both the
Organizations, the elimination of over lapping rules / regulations, elimination of duplication of operational activities,
optimum utilization of all human and the other resources to the maximum possible extent. After the successful
negotiations at various levels across the functional departments at both the organizations, the merger process has
been completed very successfully. The HRD specialists has functioned very crucial role in integration of services of
the both the airlines.
Cope: The major critical factor is that combined entity of the public sector airline i.e., Air India Limited has to face the
tough competition in the global scenario. The airline on the one side and all the private airlines on the other hand
besides, the international airline operators also creates very tough competition. The public sector airline has to build
up the morale and motivate the staff at various levels to increase their productivity level i.e., they have to contribute
with full commitment, work sincerely, motivate the others, show interest to learn new things and apply the new
learned skill and knowledge at actual job spots. The technical people like Captains / Copilots and the other
operational staff should show interest to learn new things, gain knowledge and develop positive behavioral attitude
while interacting with the esteemed customers. There is necessity to the Captains / Pilots to take various types of
conversion training to operate the other flights. In this process, these operational staff like Captains, airhostesses
etc., have to meet and qualify the mandatory tests conducted by the regulating authorities like Directorate General of
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Civil Aviation (DGCA) etc. Similarly, the other staff likes Engineers, Foreman. Master Technicians etc., in the
engineering function; Commercial Staff those who deals with the dangerous goods etc, have to learn the new skills,
knowledge and apply the same at actual work spots. It is observed that in case of initiation of any change process,
the staffs at various levels are assured of some sort security and safety. The staffs at various levels are given the
opportunity to learn the new things through the available latest technological training in very systematic way. At the
end of training sessions, the feedback is collected, and also the mandatory tests were conducted. The failure cases if
any are given some more opportunities to cope up the new things and have to appear for mandatory tests again. In
all the operational and the other crucial functional departments like Operations – Captains / Flying Crew,
Engineering, Commercial etc., very straight mandatory provisions have to be satisfied. In this process, some health
tests are also included which are mandatory.
Quit: The airline organization consists of certain crucial and important departments like Operations / Engineering,
Commercial etc., where there is need to continuously monitor their present capabilities / competencies. In this
process, there is a need to periodically participate and qualify the mandatory requirements. Some staff at senior
level felt that learning the new things may increase their extra load on their jobs, some staff felt that there is no any
financial incentive due to their new contribution at the work spot, promotional avenues are also limited due to
implementation of rigid rules formulated long ago etc., factors discouraged some staff. These types of employees
may not show any interest in learning and want to continue at their present level. The productivity of these staff
would always be in decreasing mode. It also negatively impacts the other staff. In this process, the staff with an
enriched experience takes the decisions to quit the present employment.
Security: It is surprise to state that due to the implementation of merger decision, there is not even one lay off or
retrenchment in the new merged entity. Some staff who is in negligible number has taken Voluntary Retirement
Scheme (VRS); more surprisingly, it is known that more promotions have been offered to the staff according to their
eligibility in the new entity. Of course, there might be some delay in implementation of the merger process, and
releasing promotion, but the impact of merger decision of the Ministry of Civil Aviation, Government of India has
strengthen the public sector airline in the form of the best SYNERGY.
Post Merger: The post merger scenario has resulted in many benefits that resulted in due to taking the various
strategic decisions in meeting the various challenges like modifying all the functional strategic policies keeping in
view of the overall global scenario, adhere to the international standards, rapport with the International Civil Aviation
Organization, maintaining the best vendor relationship i.e., logistics management, utilization of the assets of the
both the airlines in an optimum manner,
Restructure,

plans related to Corporate Restructure, Financial Restructure, HR

Joint Ventures with the international organizations, best deals with financial institutions, optimum

utilization of all the manpower at the new entity, measurement of performance of all the staff at various levels purely
on objective manner, identification of potentiality, recognition of merit, career progression and development, fast
track promotions, opportunity to learn the new technology, attractive incentive scheme for those who shows
creativity, implementation of the latest Information Technology at all operational functions etc., have results in
positive contribution on the development of the public sector airline.
Review of Literature: An attempt is made to study the relevant literature related to the practices adopted by the
various organizations. Tahir Akhtar & Others,(2017)1 opined that the retention of the employees is very valuable
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resource for corporate governance to increase and sustain firm’s performance. Anupam Singh & Others, (2017)2 felt
that those companies which engage in the social responsibility activities makes a positive contribution to the society.
Joy Chakraborty, (2016)3 has discussed in his study that the pre existing domination of Life Insurance Corporation of
India in the Indian Life Insurance Market has continued in rising trend both in terms of market concentration and the
premiums underwritten, even after the privatization of the insurance sector. Uma Sankar Misra (2016)4 has stated
that the optimism is positively related to the employee performance. Rishi Vaidya & Others, (2015)5 have felt that
the job satisfaction leads to the feelings of the achievement which in turn makes the employee engages himself
towards his job and organization. Prasad, L.M., (1996)6, has rightly stated that the organizational change does not
occur over night. It involves considerable planning by the management. Harish Kumar & Others, (2010)7 observed
that if the employer encourages the employees to be having a strong sense of belonging, the employee can go to any
extent to contribute to the meaningful accomplishment of the organizational mission.
Concept : The concept identified for the purpose of the study is “Development” The conceptual criterion analyzed is
“ Cope or Quit ” which is interpreted in terms of improvement of performance. In the context of the change scenario,
the Government has liberalized various industrial policies, and the public sector airline has taken the various pro
active decisions to meet the competitive edge on the global scenario. The core idea behind all these proactive
decisions is that the organizations should adopt strict measures to maintain and lead as a market leader for the
purpose of survival in the long run.
Objectives: The objectives have been formulated keeping in view of the policy decisions taken over by the
management of the public sector airline for the improvement of the performance from the long term competitive
scenario.
Ÿ

To study, whether the “Merger ” decision has contributed positively to improve the performance.

Ÿ

To study, whether the “Training” contributes to enhance the present and to cope with new
performance norms.

Ÿ

To study, whether the “Post Merger” has resulted in positive contribution on the performance.

Ÿ

To provide recommendations for the further improvement of the Overall Performance of
Organizational Development.

Research Design: It is basically exploratory, descriptive and diagnostic. It is fact finding. It has explained the
necessity for the purpose of research activity about the policy decisions taken by the Government and also by the
public sector airline. The study is descriptive in the sense that it has explored the factual information collected from
different sources and the theoretical concepts were discussed and the same have been diagnosed.
Scope: The scope of the study is confined to assess perceptions of the respondents about the public sector airline
located at Hyderabad. The strategic decisions adopted by the Ministry of Civil Aviation and also by the management
of Air India Limited were implemented on uniform basis throughout the network of Air India Limited; hence it met the
criteria of the Content Validity.
Data Collection: The data has been collected from primary sources like administration of the structured
questionnaire to the intellectual respondents those who aware reasonably about the airline organizations. The
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interviews were organized with the respondents at various locations like offices, booking counters of the airline etc.
The service provided to the esteemed airline consumers also had been observed by the research team at various
locations. The essence of the secondary data has been collected from the published sources like annual reports,
research project reports, and press media.
Sample: The respondents selected for the purpose of the study are the frequent flyers, academicians, subject
specialists and professionals in the closely related to the airline operational activities. The total number of
respondents selected for the purpose of the study is eighty (80),
Data Analysis: The raw data collected was edited, tabulated and computed. The various content items selected on
the basis of consensus arrived after having the detailed discussions with the subject specialists, professionals at the
airline organization, academic researchers etc. The simple statistical technique like per centage has been applied.
The various inferences drawn have been stated at appropriate places. The various items selected for the purpose of
eliciting the responses with feed back have been incorporated in the table.

Table No. 01.

Sample: No. of Respondents: 80.
Questionnaire

01.

The liberalized Open Sky Policy has benefitted the airline consumer

95.

02.

The airline consumer has more Choice to fly by the desired airline.

90.

03.

The airline customer Prefers Air India Limited to private airlines

72.

04.

The Cost of the public sector‘s airline product burdens the consumer.

68.

05.

Customer Safety is top priority to Air India Limited.

95.

06.

The Policy has brought change in providing the qualitative Service by PSU airline.

92.

07.

The Merger decision has created the PSU airline to take various proactive decisions to survive.

98.

08.

The imparting of Training On Need basis from time to time has recharged the existing skill.

83.

09.

The Assessment of Performance by the superiors is fully on objective basis.

88.

10.

Transfer of Learned competencies at actual job spots are Evaluated at periodic intervals.

92.

11.

The market driven Challenges taken by the PSU airline has enabled it to cope up with trend.

96.

12.

The Post Merger has protected the staff with respect to pay, career and the other benefits.

98.

13.

The Strategic plans adopted by the management have inspired the staff to improve the quality.

92.

14.

The Brand image of Air India Limited has increased the credibility.

98.

15.

The Air India Limited Leads the airline market even large number of private players exists.

94.
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16.

The Air India Limited has full commitment towards Social Responsibilities.

82.

17.

The Mandatory Norms stipulated by the regulating authorities are fully adhered by Air India.

96.

18.

The TQM Philosophy implemented has developed quality consciousness among all the staff.

98.

Inferences - Primary Sources and Secondary Sources: The inferences drawn from the administration of the
structure questionnaire on the subjects have indicated the favorable response to the most of the questions. It is
positive indication which has revealed in that the strategic decisions adopted by the policy makers are to strengthen
the leadership position of the public sector airline in the competitive airline market scenario. The Open Sky Policy has
benefitted the customer to fly in the desired airline. The staff at PSU airline has also got inspiration and contributed to
their talent to the optimum level. The PSU airline has given top priority to the customer safety when compared to the
private airlines. The performance of the staff at various levels has been assessed with a view to improve their present
performance and also involve themselves to learn new competencies and apply the same at actual job spots. The
various mandatory norms laid down by the regulatory bodies were adhered to meet the standards at global level.
The Total Quality Management (TQM) philosophy adopted by the management of the airline has developed the
quality consciousness among the staff. The Post Sale service of the airline contribute significantly to increase the
credibility of the organization as the word of mouth communication spread by the satisfied customer could bring
another twenty (20) which is positive sign. The secondary sources like the annual reports and also the press besides
the electronic media has also indicated that there is improvement in physical performance of the airline in
progressive form. The financial performance position is also improved considerably in respect of the current year’s
profits.
Limitations:
Ÿ

The study is limited to the PSU airline at Hyderabad. The findings may not valid in case of private airline
due to various policy decisions are taken according to their strategies.

Ÿ

The cost, time and efforts spent have burdened the researcher.

Discussion: The experts have felt that there is tremendous scope for the development of the public sector airline by
making the optimum utilization of the human and the other resources. The point for debate is that when the private
airline operators with their limited resources are able to perform well why the PSU airline can’t improve its
performance in the long run. The improvement of the present performance and also to enhance the existing
performance to the desired level to meet the competitive edge, the training intervention plays crucial role. The HRD /
Training specialists should always assess the existing scenario and adopt various pro active strategies. The training
should be imparted on periodical basis which recharges the existing skills and also ensure to learn the new
technological skills, knowledge and develop positive behavioral attitude.
Suggestions:
Ÿ
The PSU airline should function purely on commercial basis.
Ÿ
Merit based growth should be ensured to the staff at various levels.
Ÿ
The functional policies should be more market driven.
Ÿ
Norms should be fixed to all airline operators to meet the social obligations.
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Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Evaluation of performance should be strictly monitored.
Incentives, both financial and non financial should be awarded purely on merit.
Social responsibilities should be shared among all the airline operators.

Conclusion: The PSU airline has maintained its leadership position and dominated the airline market even after the
privatization of the aviation sector. The brand image of Air India Limited is having its long product distinctiveness. It
has increased the credibility of the entire organization. In this process, the training intervention especially in the
areas of various Flying Operational activities, Engineering related to the

Commercial related activities,

has

significantly contributed to develop the performance of all the staff at all levels which has finally contributed to
increase the performance potentiality that resulted in the overall Organizational Development.
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Abstract
Businesses have entered in a time when business models would change very quickly and is capable to make
employee’s current skill set obsolete. These changes are driven by unavoidable use of digital technology in every
aspect of life. Businesses are forced to bring proportionate changes to make digital an integral part of their business
strategy. These changes will certainly make businesses more customers centric & ahead of their rivals. However this
has created a serious problem for company’s workforces to adapt with this ever changing job & work dynamics. Also
there is now a newer fear of jobloss & jobless economic growth due to increasing automation demands to drive
productivity across the industries. This has put up a new challenge in front of organization as well as employees to
keep themselves up to date in terms of newer skills required to perform future jobs.
This paper is all about scanning this newer business environment involving the use of unprecedented usage of
technology & how organizations are coping with the same to keep themselves abreast with these changes and attain
a competitive edge over their competitors in terms of re-skilling & up skilling their workforce. This paper will also
discuss how use of technology & human go hand in hand & can complement each other in place of becoming
substitute of each other.
INTRODUCTION
Indian business especially service sector accrued lots of benefits and leapfrogged itself with the evolution of
information technology industry in the last decade. Technology can help nations like us to solve the problem of lack
of infrastructure. But there is shift in employment due to the use of more and more technology in businesses in terms
of older job loss driven by automation. We are moving away from big factories or government employing large
number of people to newer jobs created by job creating start-ups fuelled by Indian entrepreneurial engine. The next
engine of job creation would be small or middle size enterprise than bigger ones. Employees would have option to
either move from big companies to smaller companies by learning newer skills needed to join newer industry or have
to get up on the skill to take up high value adding jobs in the same companies complemented with automation. This
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calls for massive re-skilling or up skilling exercise to embrace these changes. Government, corporations, employees
& education technology or skilling companies will have to work together and get workforce re-skilled to be future
ready. Skill will be a newer currency in a world where business global value chains (GVC) across the industry are
becoming increasingly fragmented, automated across businesses globally and in India. Technology has led all
industries to be on the verge to lose jobs. So re-skilling current employers will not only mean a renewed career for
those workers but also will make industries more competitive and market leaders in their respective space.
Automation of jobs riding on digital technological revolution wave is one of those ways to shoot up one’s profits with
improvement in productivity per person employed. This has created a challenge for the individual employees,
employers & government to combat this situation by striking right balance between use of new age technologies as
source of creative disruption and job creation. This reasserts the need for constant up skilling and re-skilling among
the employees.
Technology up gradation: Indian IT sector
1

The $154 billion Indian IT sector employs about 3 millions of workers . Automation and digital technology revolution
has impacted most the sector but worst hit is IT sector given its nature of business e.g. shorter shelf life of technical
skills (knowledge of a particular technology) & deteriorating external business environment e.g. protectionist
policies of USA government under President Trump. As per a recent study 40% of the estimated 40 lakhs of IT
workforce in India need re-skill over the next five year to counter ride the automation wave. Along with that era of
specialization is getting faded as there is need for multi disciplinary digital skills mounting on IT professionals. So the
pace of re-skilling should be as per the pace of technology evolution to avert the jobloss & jobless growth scenario.
2

The IT services industry alone is set to lose 6.4 lakh low-skilled positions to automation by 2021 . The table no 1
2

depicts the job loss across the sector in the time to come .
Table No 1

Area

Job

Job loss

Manual testing

Software test engineer

150,000

Infrastructure development

System engineer

260,000

BPO

Customer service executives

170.000

System maintenance

Server maintenance

9,000

In IT industry the mid-level managers or supervisors who account for 10-15% of total IT workforce are worst
affected due to automation onslaught as managerial jobs are getting increasingly automated & they are out of touch
3

of their primary skills e.g. coding .
IT companies are facing difficult challenge to balance their traditional bread & butter business of application,
development & maintenance (ADM), testing, infrastructure or package implementation with emerging digital
technology segment. Digital business is changing the rules of business support services & creating new categories
with convergence of software plus services plus intellectual property. For example 22.5% revenue of Wipro comes
4

from digital services . Companies are moving from people led model of business to automation led model. This trend
is further consolidated with the protectionist policies from US president Donald Trump. This is clear from that fact
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5,6

that seven of the biggest Indian IT firms are planning to ask 56000 engineers to leave this year . The table no 2
5

shows the net employees addition or attrition in 2017-18 from 2016-17 in top 5 IT companies in the country .
Table No. 2

Company

Q4 FY 2017
(Employee number)

Q1 FY 2018
(Employee number)

Change

TCS

3,87,223

3,85,809

-1414

Infosys

2,00,364

1,98,553

-1811

Wipro

1,65,481

1,66,790

+1309

HCL Technologies

115,973

117,781

+1808

Tech Mahindra

117,693

115,980

-1713

984,913

-1821

Total
Automation & fear of job loss

In India fear of automation is not new as it was seen in 1990s also. We had witnessed an outcry or backlash from
government employees when Indian government tried to computerise its work in government institutions.
Automation is all about using robots and machine learning to do tasks otherwise done by humans cheaply & with
faster pace. It will drive significant savings by improving productivity , speed up time to market, enhanced critical
business insights, achieve better regulatory compliance and help strategic customers to become true digital
enterprises. As per a study by management consulting firm Mackinsey, automation will improve global productivity
7

by 0.8-1.4% annually over decades . However this will eat 69% of the jobs in India while it is 77% in China according
2

to a report from World Bank research .
In this era of unprecedented technological evolution & automation, any piece of work will become a series of task
which can be done at any place of the world. Machine learning will help organization to search employees for a
specific set of skills, knowledge and competencies for a specific task.
Wave of automation has hit most areas of work, all over the world however specifically made its impact felt within the
IT sector in the recent years. IT companies have also created their respective artificial intelligence platforms to avoid
missing the bus of industry changing technological advances.
Technology –Re-skilling landscape model
The solution for India lies in massive re-skilling of its workforce. Instead of training people in low skill jobs, it may be
better to train them to repair drones or build robots which are high skill jobs. The World Economic Forum’s Future of
Jobs study predicts that five million jobs will be lost before 20208 as artificial intelligence, robotics, nano technology
and other socio-economic factors replace the need for human workers, particularly in low value adding or low skill
jobs.

But silver lining is that this will also create 2.1 million new jobs requiring different kinds of skills and

competencies8. So, it is imperative for India to re-skill or up skill its vast workforce of unemployed youth or about to
get unemployed current employees to undertake these emerging jobs.
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The entire world is busy in finding a balanced way to embrace this technological advancement without losing jobs.
One framework that can be followed to tackle this challenge is Technology-Re-skilling landscape model. This
framework involves all important stakeholders e.g. government, education (skilling) institutions, employers &
employees himself in this ever running cycle of technological change followed by proper re-skilling & up skilling

Technology
up gradation

Skilling institution
Competitive
advantage

New
business
trends

Employees
Government

Employers

New jobs/
Newer skills
Skill
mapping

Skilling
Re-skilling
& up skilling
initiatives

Figure 1 : Technology - Re-skilling landscape Model

Age of fourth Industrial revolution: Emergence of a digital re-skilled Worker
It is estimated that 85% of future jobs have not been invented yet9. The ability & flexibility to gain new knowledge &
skill will be crucial than just having knowledge and skill. By 2030 every business or government enterprise would be
technology enterprise10. This needs lots of efforts & rethinking on their organizational structures & workforce to be
ready for the future challenges posed by the technology revolution. Also this also envisages new relationship &
partnerships between human & machines. Human are supposed to work as digital conductors in which technology
will work as an extended arms of men helping them to manage their day to day activities with less efforts and stress.
Companies need to strike a fine balance between man & machines. This balance requires new skill development in
workers e.g. on shop floors so that they can be effectively utilised.
This digitization of business will also create new industry categories leads to an emergence of an army of “re-skilled
digital workers.
Emerging skills & newer jobs
In India we have a surplus of low-skilled workers carrying out low value adding or repeatable jobs which is getting
replaced by automation. However, we need to fill all the upcoming, high-skill jobs or roles generated by the new
technology enterprises. Some of these emerging high skill jobs & roles are data scientists, mobile app developers,
compliance officers, social media architects, cloud integration specialists etc. And beyond just skills up gradation
there is a requirement to have a strong change in mindset amongst technology professionals. This era of digitization
and automation is paused to take away jobs but will also create newer jobs in areas like big data, artificial
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intelligence, Internet of Things (IoT), cloud computing and cyber security. Emerging skills to leverage this
technological revolution would be data science, machine learning, big data, artificial intelligence, digital
transformation, digital productivity, IT security &design thinking.
Employees
Today onus of being updated & properly skilled is not only a responsibility of government, education system,
companies & employers but also a responsibility of individuals themselves as they have to take charge of their own
career and invest in their future. They have to
• Keep track of technological changes and ready to unlearn and re learn but fast
• Invest in online or offline courses on future or upcoming knowledge and skills
• Involve themselves in part time jobs while still in colleges to get a feel of real
industry needs and its dynamic business environment
Keeping themselves skilled as per upcoming technologies will help professionals to get a mileage in their career in
comparison to others who don’t upgrade themselves.
Skilling institutions
1.

Higher education Institutions ( HEI)

It is a known fact that academia in India lags behind the industry in terms of providing future employees in terms of
knowledge & skills to do a particular job . Today only 25% graduates are considered employable as they lack
employability skills11. As per an employability report 2016 Aspiring Minds, 80% of engineers in India are
unemployable due to various reasons12. 50 percent of knowledge acquired by college students will be outdated till
the time they graduate after four year & 65 percent of those who are entering school today will be doing jobs which
don’t exist today.
The World Economic Forum’s Human Capital Report 2015 also reported that current Indian higher education system
is inadequate to create relevant skilled manpower to match industry‘s requirements14. This problem has further
exacerbated with exponential rate of technological and economic development which further widen the skill gap
between education and market requirement. This has necessitated more investment from the companies for reskilling & up skilling their newer recruits.
It has been felt that our universities try to connect with industry but at times, the pace of change in the curriculum is
not as fast as the demand in the industry. So, graduates need to constantly learn and adapt on the job about newer
technologies. Organizations, too, must invest on re-skilling employees in the new technologies. Companies are
collaborating with higher education institutions to up skill their employees. The education institutions run MOOC
programs on various emerging skill and work areas. Universities offer short term customised training programmes
for employers for 1-2 days aiming at instilling a specific skill in its employees. IT major Infosys launched a program
called 'Campus Connect' to align education being given at various engineering colleges with the requirements of the
industry15. With this academics will benefit from industry expertise & industry will have access of quality graduates
at a much lower salary than they would have to pay someone from a big city institute.
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2.

Educational technology Companies

Companies are collaborating with education technology or skilling institutions to re-skill their employees (Table 3)16.
Table No 3
Education technology
training or skilling
institutions

Skill development programs (SDP)

Coursera

Machine learning, Programming for everybody ,
Introduction to mathematical thinking, R Programming

Udacity

Deep learning, Artificial intelligence, Android development,
Machine learning, Front end web developer

UpGrad

PG diploma in analytics and digital marketing,
Certificate course for product management and entrepreneurship

AcadGild

Big data development, data analytics, Android development,
Machine learning web developer

SimpliLearn

Big data, hadoop and spark developer, data science certification
training, R programming

Government: Skill India to Re-skill India Mission
PM Narendra Modi launched an ambitious project Skill India Mission in 2015 with an target of imparting skills to about
40.2 crore workers by 202217. This project should also focus on re-skilling and can create a sub mission known as
“Re-skill India Mission”. Out of 40.2 crore, 10.4 are those who would be entering into workforce in the seven
years to 2022 & need to be skilled. The others who are still in the system and make legacy employees for companies,
2.9 crore, will need to be re-skilled or upskilled18. Even economic survey 2017 also stressed upon the need of reskilling employees especially in digital technologies19. Indian government can also emulate Singapore model of skill
development. Singapore map out the number of workers required in every profession & how they can be trained
after words. In the same manner India can map out number of workers required for a particular profession by
studying the future jobs, skill sets & skill demand & supply gaps. After that they can draw a skilling action plan. There
is a need for skill gap studies or studies on future skills for all sectors to develop the customised skilling or re-skilling
initiatives for the workforce.
Employers: Re-skilling in IT sector
1.

The worst affected IT companies have started carrying out re-skilling and up skilling of their workforce
(table 4).
Table No 4
IT COMPANY

RESKILLNG INITIATIVE

Infosys

Design Thinking platform to both re-skill people and drive innovation.
Massive open online course (MOOCs) providers to skill freshers and
reskill existing employees. Autonomous systems to re skill their
employees to build autonomous driving technology20
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TCS

Re-skilling 100,000 people in digital technologies21

WIPRO

Initiative called ‘Newton’s Cradle’ to re-skill its employees to train the
existing workforce in digital technology Enterprise technology learning
platform Pluralsight to offer online certification courses for up-skilling
Technology academies, which provides hands-on, immersive training
on emerging technologies by way of virtual projects.
Learning interventions such as hackathons
The three new programmes - ACME
(All-round Capability Model of Excellence), UpScale and
Cutting Edge - are part of a drive to skill in multiple areas21

HCL TECHNOLOGIES

A career planner tool for employees to see various job opportunities in
different business verticals, skill set needed for it, and create a learning
path to be eligible for same21

COGNIZENT

Cognizant academy with an internal app for the workforce to identify
emerging skills, skill gaps and availability of right talent. Employees
identify key gaps in their profiles and approach Cognizant Academy
to be re-skilled21

TECH MAHINDRA

Internal programs with 30 training personal recruited to look after
re-skilling of employees and collaboration with online education firms
like EdCast, Pluralsight and Coursera22 & started a employee start
up programs to help employees combat future problems22

One method of re-skilling itself, many corporations are involved in incubating a technology start-up with highly
innovative digital talent pool. One more interesting way to fill skill gap is employee exchange strategy by two
companies e.g. Google collaborated with P&G when their employees attended each other’s training programs &
business meeting. This helped P&G to gain expertise in digital marketing and search marketing23.
The technology-re-skill landscape model demands for creating a skill generating ecosystem involving education
system, private education technology companies, employers and employees etc. We need to invest in continued
education, entrepreneurship & make it easier to do things for people & test new ideas. That skill ecosystem needs to
develop skills like creativity, passion & entrepreneurial mindset. These skills will complement the speed & accuracy
derived from automation & result into increase in productivity.
Conclusion
Automation & technological revolution is here to stay. It is up to government, employers, skilling institutions &
employees how they approach it as a problem or an opportunity. We have to continuously re-skill or up skill our
current and future workforce to take advantage of the new jobs created by automation and technological revolution.
It is important that various stakeholders of skilling ecosystem e.g. employers through various re-skilling initiatives,
22

government through creation of better education policies and institutions, education technology companies by
providing appropriate and affordable skilling in this re-skilling ecosystem so that re-skilling and up skilling can be
done as per expectation of emerging industries driven by automation technological revolution. We need to
understand that purpose of automation is not to replace human resources, but to give them time to be more creative
and focus on future projects. This will create new machine-human relationship in this age of fourth industrial
revolution with emergence of a new digital re-skilled worker.
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Reskilling – A Business Imperative
Chaithanya Kothapalli
Director - Training
Omega Healthcare Management Services, Bangalore

These are unique times. The age of digitization has truly arrived and requires Learning & Development professionals
to spearhead this VUCA economy. Never before was the business world so thriving with activity and excitement since
the industrial revolution.
Technology will disrupt traditional methods of business
With the advent of new technologies like, Artificial intelligence, Machine learning algorithms, Intelligent automation
technologies, Big data analytics and Robotics, businesses are changing at a breakneck speed. Organizations are
aspiring to be leaner, agile and in a constant pursuit to stay relevant to the customer.
•
•

•
•

•

Banks use ‘Block-chain’ technology to sell customized banking services to its customers. The entire
backend processes are now close to complete automation with AI and Machine learning Algorithms.
The automotive industry, probably the largest employers of labor in India, now stares at near 100%
automation through robotics. Toyota will have its first such plant in 2020. This makes millions of jobs
in the automotive industry redundant.
Insurance companies use Big data and Analytics, to design customized insurance plans for its
customers on a large scale, making the jobs of actuarial analysts obsolete.
Doctors in remote villages in Maharashtra are replaced by robots to perform complex cardiac
surgeries for farmers at a fraction of today’s conventional cost. Microsoft's ‘Whitefi’ technology
makes this possible.
The Indian IT outsourcing industry that employees approximately 3.5 million engineers every year,
now may not need as many. AI (Artificial Intelligence Technology) can create software applications
and maintain them with minimal human intervention.

All this means that a lot of jobs that we have today, will cease to exist once the digital era reaches maturity. Either
they will get automated or become irrelevant in the near future. Nearly 69% of the current jobs will be lost to
automation.

While we are better than some of the other countries, we will have 18 million people out of work by 2019. As AI & ML
capabilities mature, manual & repeat jobs will be the first to go, followed by the medium skilled & supervisory jobs.
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“If India grows at 8% a year, with a labor productivity increase of 1.5% a year, jobs should grow at a
rate of 6.5% a year. With automation, jobs may grow within a band of 4-5% a year for the next 10
years.” - Pai, former human resources head at Infosys Ltd and chairman of Aarin Capital.
The workforce demographics are changing
In Parallel, the composition of the workforce in India is also changing. We call them ‘Millennials’. This generation of
workforce, today constitute 80% of any organization. Their work ethics, aspirations, and motivational drivers are
very different. They have access to information, wider choice of work and they are very technologically savvy.
Today’s workforce is highly aspirational. Traditional belief about working culture and behavior is challenged.
Organizations are changing their reporting structures and altogether removing them completely to adapt and
accommodate the new requirements.
• Organizations like Accenture, Deloitte, Genpact, and many others including GE, have shut down
their traditional model of performance appraisals and have adapted to the new model of individual
goals and measurements.
• Companies now allow flexi-work options for its employees, including work from home, 24/7 offices,
club and gym memberships. Such benefits are highly appreciated by the young workforce. These
are regarded as better and more authentic benefits than the traditional awards or plaques that
existed in the earlier generation of workforce.
This brings up a very important question about the workforce.
What do Millennials Want at work?
Training & Development tops the chart with over 22%. Traditional benefits like maternity, access to loans, or free
child care is not high on their priority list.

Source: The Millennial Survey – Pricewater Coopers - 2017
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The mismatch of Skills vs. Requirement
This brings a bigger dilemma for both the organizations and the employee workforce. The needs of the business do
not seem to match the aspirations of the workforce.
Only 37.7% of these graduates are employable. Organizations are in a constant search to match the skills of the
employees to the future demands of its customers. These graduates lack the basic skills required for their jobs. Their
graduation skills hardly meet the industry requirements and benchmarks.
Organizations spend on training & orientation to bring their productivity to acceptable levels. This trend continues for
the past few years. The cost of this low employability is huge and takes shape as loss of productivity, including
aspects like escalating cost of production, due to rework, the cost of rehiring, the cost of retraining etc.
GRAPH OF EMPLOYABILITY
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As of 2016, 873678 (in 000's) people work in India. India Ranks 105th in 130 countries for the working population
and has a score of 57.73 over an index of 100.Without a clear strategy to handle the changing skill requirements,
most of this population will be unemployed and will render the economy to a downward spiral.

India
Key Indicators

Human Capital Index 2016

Total population(1,000s).....................................1,326,802
Working - age population (1,000s).........................873,678
Median age population (years).......................................27
GDP per capita (constant '11US$, PPP)......................5,701
Public spending on education (% of GDP)......................3.8
Tertiary - educate population (1,000s)......................77,950

Population below age 25(%)...........................................46.7
Population above age 65(%).............................................5.8
Own-account workers (%)...............................................64.4
Labour force participation rate (%)..................................53.8
Employment to population ratio(%).................................36.4
Unemployment rate (%)....................................................4.5

Rank

Score

105

57.73

(out of 130 countries)

Source: World Economic Forum – Human Capital Index Report 2017

Re-skilling/Up-Skilling workforce – The need of the hour
In order to overcome this challenge, a three way approach is critical. This change requires involvement from multiple
stakeholders, including the government.
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The Government
The government takes the lead on this and set the tone by creating a body with specific focus on skilling the Indian
workforce, and making this a national agenda. The establishment of National Skill Development Corporation and its
ancillaries, and the Skill India Initiative, is a right step towards this direction. With its clear policy and agenda, the
initiative aims to make them productive and employable in the work environment.
The NSDC predicts the skill requirements in each sector and set the path for various service providers to avail the
schemes to enable skill.
Over the years, their initiatives have increased the number of trained and skilled workforce of over 1.06 Crore
Indians. This is possible by teaming up with industry leaders, creating a strong supply of training providers and clear
programs and incentives for the organizations that employ this workforce.

Source: Annual Report 2016 - NSDC
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Organizations
Organizations on their part, have stepped up to meet this challenge. With programs that incentivize employees to
learn, get certified on the new skills. Skills like design thinking, programming, systems literacy, problem-solving etc.
are required in the near future.
According to world economic forum, the top skills required in 2020 clearly show, organizations have a long way to go
and are taking the right steps towards that direction. There is a clear focus on including learning as a key parameter
in the performance appraisals. This sets the tone about the seriousnessof the issue.
Programs like the career path, competency mapping, and career compass, provide the road map for employees to
move up from their current skills to the future skills required for the organization. The importance of such programs
and their effective implementation will be critical for success.
According to the All India Management Association, the training spend in organizations has significantly increased
from 3% of the overall budget to well over 6%.
Individuals
Finally, the employee. With access to new technology and platforms, learning is now easier than ever. All the content
an employee needs, to reskill themselves, to gain awareness and knowledge, is now available on the Internet.
Employees, should have the right perspective and attitude to access this content, learn and apply the newly acquired
skill in practice.
Learning is no more a paid vacation that companies provide. It is a reward that employees need to earn, stay relevant
and continue to grow in the talent market. With options like Udacity, Lynda, Coursera and many good platforms, NOT
learning is no more an excuse.
How does the Learning & Development professional's role change?
The Learning & Development fraternity finds itself at the center of the action. Their role is critical to bridge this gap
between business priorities and employee aspirations and skill gap.
Reskilling employees, based on the business priorities, and future skill requirements of the organization is the central
role that learning professionals will play on this new stage. The clear mandate is to ensure that the new age
workforce is employable and have the right skills for their jobs and are productive.
To enable this, the role of an L&D professional will also undergo a sea change. Before reskilling the employees, the
L&D professionals need to reskill themselves and look at their roles differently. Traditional perceptions of L&D will
now adapt to a more central role.
Architect
Learning & Development professionals will have to start thinking like architects. An architect who designs the
learning programs and defines the learning outcomes. These learning outcomes should have a direct impact on the
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productivity and outcome expected by the business. The wireframe of the architecture, should include the plethora
of learning options available and create a trans media experience for the learner.
These learning programs should include a combination of instructor led, self-learning & blended approach across
delivery mechanisms like physical/virtual. At each stage of learning, a specific choice of tools can be mixed. All these
should align into a neat wireframe.
The experience that a learner undergoes is of critical importance here. The design of the architecture should take
into the account the multiple learning preferences of learners and make the content available in each of these
formats. The focus should be on the application of the knowledge in a real time scenario.
Curators
Learning professionals now have all the tools, technology, content and assessments, required for a comprehensive
reskilling plan. These are available either off the shelf or can be quickly customized for specific needs, from a
template. Knowing the information or knowledge to extract from the universe and extracting the best of the content
and assessments available will be a skill in itself. The assessments should establish display of skill than knowledge of
a concept.
Social Engineer
Once the architecture and the content are ready, it is now the responsibility of the L&D professional to socially
engineer the program for consumption among the participants. Forcing the learners with the carrot or stick approach
will defeat the entire purpose of such programs. The need is to identify the ‘WHY an individual undertake the
program?’
Social engineering can be triggered with various initiatives like leadership propaganda, peer pressure, and team
members pushing for participation.
Why Re-skilling/Up-skilling is Imperative to Business in this environment?
Businesses today face competition from a completely unforeseen player.
• Ford now competes with Google and Tesla who NOT are NOT in the automobile industry.
• The largest taxi service Uber does not own a single cab or employee.
• Reliance is morphing into a technology based service provider and is trying to stay relate to today's
young consumer.
This disruption is possible only with technology as the key driver. Hence organizations need to build and reskill its
existing employees to adapt and meet new challenges in the digital era.
Organizations that did not place emphasis on reskilling, learning or adapting to changing customer demands, perish.
• Hindustan motors is a classic example of not adapting to the changing customer preferences of a car.
They closed last year.
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• HMT the famous watch company is another. When quartz came into existence, they literally ousted
the wind-up watches out of the market.
The benefits of reskilling and creating an environment of a developing a learning organization make direct business
sense. Organizations that learn, perform better than the others 5:1.
Adapting is the core of business survival and growth. The same is true for individuals as well. Adapting will require
constant reskilling. Learning professionals will have to drive this. Learning is Imperative for business for its existence
and growth.
The next few years will be exciting for both business leaders, employees, and L&D professionals. A few jobs will
disappear, new ones created, and it is the L&D professional's responsibility to ensure that organizations are right
skilled to succeed in this new environment. To do that, L&D professionals also have to adapt and re-skill themselves.
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Abstract
There is strong evidence that a long standing systemic weaknesses exist in Indian industry to define the outcomes of
upskilling initiatives and programs. In recent years there has been a lack of empirical research in the skills learning
and development field. Researches aimed at examining the potential of upskilling or employment upgrading to be
achieved for Industrial Executives are requried. It is imperative that though the industries seek for learning and
development interventions for upskilling of the workforce the definition of the outcomes expected remains uncertain
and undefined. This paper seeks to fill this gap by presenting data from a research carried out on the outbound
training (OBT) programs carried out for upskilling of Industrial executives and staff of BHEL Bhopal. OBT has been
recommended as a very effective upskilling strategy.
The outbound training aims at upskilling the participants with the corporate skills like interpersonal skills, leadership,
motivation, team work, time management and problem solving relying on the principles of "Experiential learning".
OBT helps in upskilling by developing relevant skill sets among the existing talent to align with the Organizational
Strategy. It is among the best practices to upskill employees, to sustain human capital engagement while building
the relevant skill sets among the existing talent to align with the Organizational Strategy. OBT is an off-the-job
training method which is generally conducted at a place away from the actual work environment of participants’
classroom or office. Generally the training place is an unfamiliar environments and with unpredictable situations like
countryside, surrounded by hills, rivers and forests. Training is an essential tool for enhancement of corporate
outcomes or productivity. As trainings and experiential trainings in specific are abstract in nature, trainers may have
little clarity of training outcomes making utility of training program difficult to judge. This study has made an
attempt to generate outcomes of Outbound Training (OBT). These outcomes are termed as factors of OBT.
Organizational performance can be enhanced through experiential learning if factors are taken care off from the
design stage of training.
KEYWORDS - Out bound Training (OBT), experiential learning, Corporate Training, Factors upskilling, employment
upgrading.
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INTRODUCTION
Corporates are empowering their teams by upskilling the employees with life skills and soft skills to cope with the cut
throat competition. These upskilling programs make employees smart thinkers, flexible, optimist, energetic,
effective, efficient. Trained employees are bubbling with creative ideas and are motivated to implement them.
Efficient communication skills developed in these training programs help them to work in teams. Various training
methods have been used for these but OBT programs appear to be more effective method for upskilling employees
by enhancing these managerial skills in such soft-skill areas such as problem solving, decision making, interpersonal
skills, motivation, team work, change management, delegation etc. than traditional training methods. In OBT
programs locations far away from the offices and hustles and bustles of daily urban life are chosen for experiential
learning through various adventurous activities and games. It helps the participants to stretch beyond their comfort
zones and explore their hidden talents and capabilities. Participants tend to lose their inhibitions, shed their masks,
lose their formal hierarchical boundaries and become receptive to learning in groups as teams through each other’s
cooperation as they are away from their formal office space to the informal lap of nature.
A typical OBT program designed for upskilling employees takes a group of corporate employees to an unfamiliar
environment in which a set of challenges are thrown, which they are supposed to solve with limited resources. The
most important resource that they have is their group. The participants of the group are interdependent on each
other for their survival and task performance. such situations help them to learn importance of leadership, team
work, inter personal communication, trust, planning, delegation and management. The debriefing sessions at the
end of each activity help in reflection, retention and internalization of concepts and to correlate the learning from
these outdoor activities to work place issues.
Dr. Kurt Hahn, a philosopher developed Outbound Training in the turbulent waters of the North Sea during World War
II, to provide young sailors with the experiences and skills necessary to survive at sea. In 1940 he used the concept
of outdoor training as a tool in management training. He believed that the outdoors has many lessons for city people
which will enhance their personal thresholds as well as group thresholds. It was Dr. Hahn's belief that advancing
civilizations and technology were depriving many persons the opportunities to develop self-reliance, physical fitness
and a compassion for others. These programs are used as the most effective means of upskilling the Industrial
executives and staff.
Benziger theory (1992) stated work and business-based training commonly concentrated on process, rules, theory,
structure and logic, all of which tend to develop and use the left-side of the brain and games/ other inspirational
references and activities helped motivation and motivational training. However, modern successful organizations
rely just as heavily on their people having well-developed 'soft' skills' and attributes, such as self-motivation,
confidence, initiative, empathy and creativity, which all tend to use the right-side of the brain. Hattie et al.(1997) put
forward several explanations for these effects. For example: outdoor programmes provide young people with an
opportunity to act successfully in a variety of challenging situations which thereby increases their self-confidence
and self-efficacy. The challenging and unpredictable nature of wilderness environments require participants to
modify their own behavior, thus enhancing their self-control and independence.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Objective- The objective of the study was to determine outbound training’s outcome factors of outbound training
programs amongst the employees at entry, middle, top level executives and entry, middle, top level staff of BHEL
Bhopal.
Sample- The elements of the universe comprised of employees at executive and staff cadre at entry, middle and top
level. Executive cadre comprised of employees working at managerial functions.

Staff cadre comprised of

employees supporting managerial cadre.
Sample Size - The sample of 637 executives and staff employees of BHEL was drawn.
Sampling Technique - Convenience judgmental sampling was used for the research.
Research Design - The research paradigm had six cells, and the sample was equally distributed while controlling
the effect of extraneous variables such as gender, background, education, and hierarchy by randomization and
elimination.
Method of data collection - Primary data was collected as per requirement of the research design. For this a
standardized psychometric measure was developed to elicit the responses from trainees for Out Bound Training
outcomes. After consulting relevant literature on outcomes of outbound training, an exhaustive list of 304 outcomes
was prepared. Synonyms and antonyms were dropped thus retaining 167 statements related to management
activities, trainee behavior, trainer’s skills and attitudes. These statements were presented before 50 respondents
who were treated as judges. The respondents were in the work experience of average 15.28 years. Definition of
outbound training outcomes was stated and in view of the definitions, they were requested to tick–mark only those
statements, which in their opinion could assess the extent of outbound training in an individual. Those statements,
which had acceptance level of 75 percent and above were accepted. There were forty four such statements. A 5point scale was designed using these forty four statements. Convenience judgmental sampling was done and the
tool was administered on 637 respondents. The respondents had an average experience of 7.21 years. They were
requested to tick–mark on any one of the five options against each statement to indicate the extent of outbound
training outcomes.
Research Design - The elements of the universe comprised of employees at executive and staff cadre at entry,
middle and top level. Executive cadre comprised of employees working at managerial functions. Staff cadre
comprised of employees supporting managerial cadre. The research paradigm had six cells.
SCOPE OF RESEARCH - The elements of the universe comprised of employees at executive and staff cadre at
entry, middle and top level of BHEL Bhopal.
RESEARCH FINDINGS
Factor analysis was applied on the forty four statements using Principal Component method and Varimax Rotation.
Correlation was done which resulted into five factors. The identified factors a of outcomes of Outbound Training were
as follows34

Factors of Outbound training Outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Proactivity
Self-Image
Change and Development
Empowerment
Learning-Orientation

Factor loading of Outbound training outcomes factors were as follows (Table2)
1.

Proactivity – Proactivity emerges as the most crucial factor of Outbound Training outcomes. This factor
comprised of twelve items namely Positive attitude (.811), proactive behaviour (.806), sense of
belonging (.801), cohesiveness (.799), interpersonal skills (.788), team work (.741), productivity (.694),
lower attrition rate (.671), reduced escapism (.594), innovation (.541), enhanced pride in organisation
(.511) and reduced conflicts (.509). These items are the most important parameters of outcomes of
outbound training. These outcomes help in creation of the participants’ intellectual property and result in
increased harmony and productivity.

2.

Self-Image- This factor is comprised of eleven items namely confidence (.802), self concept (.789),
newer parameter (.711), pride in community (.694), nature awareness (.674), catharsis(.612), social
bonds (.589), de-stress (.554), independent (.541), sense of ethics (.521) and spiritual development
(.511). These items together enhance the self –image of the employees.

3.

Change and Development- This factor as outcome of outbound training comprised of ten items
namely increased creative thinking (.798), habit of exercise (.623), development of psychomotor skills
(.601), holistic development (.554), physical fitness (.542), increased self-esteem (.491), morally correct
(.432), developed (.411), evolved (.404), enjoyment in work (.398). These items are the outcomes of
outbound training which lead to holistic development of the employees and help in change in the attitude
of the employees towards work and organization.

4.

Empowerment-

This factor of outbound training outcome is comprised of eight items namely

Leadership qualities (.783), Internal locus of control (.753), improved communication skills (.684),
Creativity (.634), problem solving skills (.614), risk taking (.546), social networking (.524) and Employee
satisfaction (.494).These factors make the employees feel more empowered within and empowered
employees perform better in their jobs.
5.

Learning-Orientation- This factor comprises of three items namely dedication (.678),
ambitious(.634) and transfer of learning (.521). These factors shift the employees’ orientation towards
learning. Employees’ attitude becomes positive for learning in teams as well as individually. This attitude
helps them adjust to change easily and they also become more innovative at work.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
1.

This study was focused at determining the factors of outcomes of outbound training, which can enhance
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value to the organizational productivity by upskilling the Industrial employees with necessary skills. Five
factors were found to be most significant. These were placed in order of their significance. Factors of
Outbound training Outcomes are Proactivity, Self-Image, Change and Development, Empowerment
and Learning-Orientation.
2.

Study infers that the outbound training programs if planned and implemented well, will bring out the
hidden capability and talent in the employees and help them break free their barriers and become
proactive in organization thereby helping the industries in upskilling their employees. This shift in their
attitude to being proactive helps them learn, change and develop into more empowered employees. This
changes their own self- image and attitude towards life and work.

3.

Alan Ewert concluded that the benefits of outbound training programs fall into four categories of
upskilling namely psychological, sociological, Educational and Physical.
Psychological

Sociological

Educational

Physical

Self-Concept
Confidence
Self-Efficacy
Sensation-seeking
Actualization
Well-being
Personal testing

Compassion
Group Cooperation
Respect for others
Communication
Behavior Feedback
Friendship
Belonging

Outdoor Education
Nature Awareness
Conservation Ed.
Problem-Solving
Value-Clarification
Outdoor Techniques
Improved Academics

Fitness
Skills
Strength
Coordination
Catharsis
Exercise
Balance

Table 1 POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF OUTDOOR ADVENTURE RECREATION
Source; Alan Ewert “Research in Outdoor Adventure: Overview and Analysis.”

The above study by Alaan Ewart is quite similar to our study. This study has divided the benefits of
outbound training into four sub headings namely Psychological, Sociological, Educational and Physical
(Table 1), whereas we have divided the outcomes of OBT into five factors namely Proactivity, Change and
Development, Empowerment, Learning-Orientation, and Self-image. Some of the items under these four
headings and our factors and dimensions are similar but there are a few differences. Our study shows
outcomes as productivity, sense of belonging, positive attitude, reduced escapism and attrition, work
satisfaction, leadership, empowerment, distress and community–pride as the main benefits to the
individual and organization at large where as Alan’s study shows behavior–feedback, value-clarification
and improved academics also as benefits of OBT which our study doesn’t show. This difference may be
because Alan’s study was basically to review the research efforts made in the field of outdoor adventure.
It provides an overview of researches made and proposals for improving those efforts. He therefore gave
four perspectives for future research on OBT and divided potential benefits into these four perspectives.
Our research was however conducted on corporate employees and the analyses as drawn on the data
received from the research. Also this was conducted in Ohio State University, United States and our study
was conducted in India which is more diverse culturally.
4.

A study conducted by Mmunshi and Sanjay Deshpanday (2014), stated that the OBT is a potential tool
for shaping the personality of the participants and is an effective method for imparting corporate skills,
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OBT focuses more on behavioural changes as it relies on the approach of fun and learn. OBT may not be a
tool to impart technical and domain knowledge. Our study too signifies the role of OBT in upskilling
employees by development of corporate skills only.
5.

H. Alvin Ng,(2001), in his study analysed the effectiveness of OBT in Asia. This study involved a critical
study of collectivism during Outbound trainings. This study showed that OBT programs had a positive
impact in upskilling the Asian participants. Our study too was conducted on Asian participants and
showed similar results.

6.

Rebecca Grossman and Edurdo Salas in their paper “The transfer of training: what really matters.”
mentioned that the significance of self-efficacy in transfer of learning. As per this study, Self Efficacy is the
most crucial dimension of outcome of outbound training and the transfer of learning from training to the
work place highly depends on self efficacy. Our study also showed that self-efficay is the most important
outcome of out bound training as an upskilling strategy.

IMPLICATIONS
OBT is a potential upskilling tool for shaping and grooming the personality of the participants as is evident by the
study. Corporate should offer outdoor adventure programs because there is something intrinsically beneficial and
productive that happens when humans and adventure meet. It is an effective method of upskilling by increasing
trainees’ organizational efficacy through their development and empowerment. It can shift the trainees’ mindset to
be consistent learners and be more proactive towards change and challenges. Trainees’ sense of belonging can be
achieved through OBT. This may increase trainees’ overall organizational productivity.
Trainers in the field of OBT as an upskilling tool can utilize the research findings (Outcomes) and plan their trainings
focusing on the Outcomes. Certain upskilling Outcomes of Out Bound Training Programs can be identified on the
basis of research findings by the corporate and trainers as well. Researchers can expand the study to other Public
Sectors, Corporate and informal sector.
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Abstract
India is passing through a transformational phase. On the one hand there is massive task of skill development to reap
the benefit of demographic dividend and on the other hand there is a great need to revamp the educational and
training systems in the country by training and re-training of the staff involved in skill development. Further,
whatever skill development has been going on in the formal system needs to be up-graded by adding global
standards. Through present case study a way forward of collaborative efforts of various stakeholders is presented
that may be used for training and re-training of the trainers and for value addition in the existing formal skill training
systems.
Key words - Skill Development, Skill Gaps, Trainings, Schools, ITIs, Polytechnics
1. STATUS OF GAPS – Knowledge and skills have been termed as driving forces of economic growth and
development of any country. As per UN World Population Prospects, India’s population is likely to rise from 1.21
billion in 2010 to 1.48 billion by 2030, and further to 1.6 billion by 2050. With its majority population expected to be in
the age bracket of 15-59 years, India is poised to become the world’s youngest country by 2020. Therefore, if
positive efforts are made, India may emerge as a major contributor to the global skilled workforce. On the contrary,
UNESCO defines, the large youth population in India often does not get access to foundation skills, i.e., the basic
literacy and numeracy skills required to get job to fulfil one’s daily needs.
India Skills Report 2017 (Wheebox) points out that in the wake of constantly changing business models and
upcoming technology and socio-economic trends, the skills which were needed earlier might not be relevant today
and many of the jobs are predicted to be at a risk of automation. At the same time, an entire new set of jobs is
emerging to fulfil consumer’s expectations. For creating capable global skilled workforce, skilling has to be an
amalgamation of knowledge, aptitude, attitude and the appropriate competencies needed to perform various job
roles. Now, the big question is who will perform the role of transforming humans into human resources by matching
their skills as per global standards.
2. DOMAIN OF PRESENT PAPER - The present case study is an attempt to have a look at contribution of a notprofit sector organization towards Skill Development through its collaborative efforts with various stakeholders and
to see if these best practices can be adopted at various levels for value addition in skill development efforts of the
country.
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3. EDUCATION & SKILL DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO - Though all human beings are born equal in terms of their
physical existence, every individual possesses unique set of capabilities and potential that creates difference not only
in individual development but also causes different economic standards in the society. In fact, it is the availability of
opportunities to the members of society that leads to their capacity building for attainment of fruitful employment.
For getting successful placement, one needs to cultivate desired skill-sets that make a perfect fit of that person to the
job requirements. In Indian system there are varied situations for making people empowered through education or
by skill development. At junior level, on the one hand there are government schools and government aided schools,
where fees is negligible but at the same time knowledge based value addition among the students who pass out from
the system has also been a topic of debate. On the other hand there are public schools which are under
administrative control of private partners who charge sky-rising fees and claim to provide the best education to their
students. And a third category includes schools run by NGOs for the lower strata in communities etc., which do not
charge as high fee as is charged by the public schools but it is not as low as is charged by the Govt. schools.
Apart from mainstream education system of the country, there is training and technical education system. To create
supervisory level workforce, polytechnics offer diploma level technical and vocational education. Students may join
polytechnics after passing their 10th or 12th standard examinations on the basis of their performance in the common
entrance test conducted by various state level technical boards for admission in the polytechnics.
Further, there are Industrial Training Institutes (ITIs) that offer training to those who opt for it after passing 8th or or
10th class. The common public perception is that students having ITI certification, may enter into government or
public sector jobs, such as electrician, wireman, machinist, etc. in government or public sector organizations like
Indian Railways, Electricity Supply companies. With the changing job trends in India, earlier practices are getting
rapidly replaced by the present job market trends. As is observed by Sethi (2017), majority of the ITI trainees have
similar aspiration, i.e., to get a government job. Some of them join ITIs even after completion of their graduation, but
keep on attempting to write the entrance exam for many years, that may happen to be as long as five years! Precious
years of their lives are spent in this struggle. All these human resources, if given appropriate direction, may start
earning their livelihood even prior to all those years which are wasted in efforts to clear entrance examinations and
their earnings may become additions to the GDP of the country and thus they may contribute to nation building in
their own capacity.
There are many dimensions of skill development aspect in the country. As raised by Wheebox study, many skills are
getting obsolete and at the same time many new skills are needed. There are instances, where addition of certain
new skill sets to the existing skill sets as well as addition of soft skills, attitude, aptitude, may create human resources
who may work in global working conditions. Present case study mainly addresses to the addition of these attributes
in our educational and skill development institutions either by direct involvement with the students or through
training of the trainers.
In Govt. schools, teachers are employed on the basis of proving themselves as the best among all those applied for
the job and having exposure to some sort of teachers’ training, i.e., B.Ed, D.Ed., B.El.Ed., J.B.T., etc. Those who enter
into regular govt. job settle themselves in a secured career. Working hours are comparatively less than routine office
job, summer and winter holidays, weekly off and other such facilities make the job more lucrative. However,
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refreshment and adoption of new knowledge being generated in the knowledge world as well as upgradation of
teaching skills and adoption of new technological practices in their teaching is a major challenge not only in rural
areas but also in premier cities of India. Trainings and re-trainings are not equally applicable to all those who have
entered the system.
In public schools, again training and re-training is a major challenge. Salaries to the teachers may or may not be at
par with the govt. system. However, expectations with regard to their duties are quite high because it is their
contribution that brings in positive changes in the students which becomes the cause of goodwill of these schools.
As regards third category of the schools, teachers’ training is in a big question mark. At times teachers themselves
may not be qualified to teach those students or they have never undergone any specialized training making them
understand pedagogy and essential aspects of transference of knowledge to the students.
As regards training of the trainers in polytechnics and ITIs is concerned, various institutes are developed for this
purpose, i.e., National Institutes for Technical Teachers Training & Research, Foreman Training Institutes, Advance
Training Institute, etc. In case of polytechnic teachers, though it is linked to the career advancement, there are gaps
in the actual training needed and trainings attended by the teachers. Moreover, it remains ceremonial and actual
effect is very difficult to measure. In case of ITIs, the biggest challenge is to spare the teachers for trainings as
activities of ITIs keep going round the year.
Apart from trainings, there is great paucity of staff in govt. institutes. So all-round development of the students
remains a dream only.
As there are many gaps in the system, Non-Government Organizations with their presence, have created waves of
improvement in the performance of students in government institutions. There are many such organizations that are
joining hands with government departments for hand holding in the noble cause of adding desired skill sets to the
trainees in govt. institutes. To name a few, Etasha Society, Teach India, Pravah, Quest Alliance and many others.
Through the present paper, a brief account of efforts of ‘QUEST ALLIANCE’ is presented through which they have
created impact in bridging the gap in various dimensions of Skill Development in India..
4. QUEST ALLIANCE - Quest Alliance is a not-for-profit trust that has been impacting young people by equipping
them with modern skills through self-learning models since 2005. Gone is the time when education was felt to be
completed after getting final class pass certificate from the school or college. In the continuous upgrading
knowledge and technology world it is important that one remains connected with life-long learning tools. It applies
not only to the students but also to the professionals like teachers, engineers, doctors, entrepreneurs and all others.
At Quest Alliance it has been realized that people want to be coached and supported, not evaluated and assessed, so
to develop and realize their full potential, professional pathways have been developed.
5. INTERVENTION BY QUEST ALLIANCE - To bridge the gaps of the system, Quest Alliance has intervened in
three main dimensions, namely, through their programmes – Anandshala, MyQuest and MasterCoach
5.1 As the name suggests, the ANANDSHALA program makes schooling a joyful experience. A program
implemented in 2012, works with the school system to build stronger relationships between all stakeholders – the
government, teachers, students and parents. The key objectives of the programme are to ensure students’
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regularity in attendance, improvement in their language and communication skills and their involvement in school
activities to thefullest potential. Through Anandshala, teachers have been developed as change leaders. It has been
done by enhancing their knowledge, improving the desired skills and inculcating the right attitude for building
positive learner friendly environment in the schools. Further a platform has been developed to share good practices
amongst teachers and schools by recognizing the achievements through awards. It encourages adoption of good
practices at wide-scale. An integrated education system where effective use of technology provides access to data
which helps in better comprehension about the students, peer groups and the system that connects various
stakeholders from the school level to the district level and from the district level to the country level in Quest Alliance
Workshops and Seminars.
Special toolkits and training support methodologies have been developed to integrate different aspects of
Anandshala. The use of technology in Quest Alliance toolkits delivers unique learning experience. Interdisciplinary
partnerships and rigorous research is used to design the toolkits so that they provide learners with real-world skills,
build their confidence and prepare them not only for professional duties but also for their own lives.
5.1.1 The approach adopted to attain above objectives is:
“An early warning system that uses school level data, helps teachers to know students, build relationships, and track
the progress of those who are not attending, engaging and learning in school.
“An enrichment program that uses innovative strategies, activities and tools like movement, the arts, and stories to
encourage students to develop language skills, think and express freely, and actively interact with the community.
“Parent engagement, through activities and games that build awareness and involvement with schools and their
child’s education.”
5.1.2 IMPACT of Anandshala in Indian Schools – 4,00,000 children have been reached in 996 schools
that has improved 9% attendance through 40 change leaders and 1432 Anandshala Ambassadors.
5.2 MYQUEST - Through an expanded network of vocational and training institutions, MYQuest enables young
people to connect with the right careers and helps them to achieve their dreams. Blended learning techniques are
used to convert trainers into facilitators for their better connect with the learners. The program focuses primarily on
youth from disadvantaged socio-economic backgrounds who are in urgent need of employment. It aims to help
young people enter into the world of work with the right domain skills and with a positive attitude towards life long
learning. A unique self-learning model that provides access to the youth for better learning opportunities through
well-trained facilitators in a high-quality learning environment across educational institutions, including vocational
training centres, ITIs, polytechnics and undergraduate colleges. MyQuest is a blended program comprising of selflearning, digital content in English, Life and Work Skills, Entrepreneurship, digital literacy supported by industryalumni connect and placement support.
5.2.1 IMPACT of MyQuest in Indian Institutes – 1,40,000 youth and 2,500 trainers trained in 250 centres through 43
partners. 71% youth placed in dignified jobs. Feedback from the participants across various ITIs and Polytechnics
reveals:
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88% students see a change in themselves after the Quest Alliance MyQuest course
98% students say they recommend this course to others
37% students say the number or duration of sessions should increase.
I had time to think and understand

The facillitator/s was/weresupportive

Neutral

Neutral

5.0%

4.1%

Strongly Ag..

Agree

42.1%

52.1%

Different resources and techniques such as videos, activities, role
plays, debates uses to make the sessions interesting

Strongly Ag..

Agree

51.8%

43.6%

The sessions were relevant

Neutral
Neutral

4.2%

8.5%

Strongly Ag..

Agree

46.2%

44.4%

Strongly Ag..

Agree

46.8%

48.6%

5.3 MASTERCOACH - Teachers’ education, particularly knowledge and training of pedagogy for the transference
of knowledge from teacher to the learners has always been a priority area in India. There are many formal programs
that convert an individual into a teacher like Junior Basic Training, Bachelor of Elementary Education, Bachelor of
Education, etc. Aspirants prepare hard to crack the entrance examination of all these programs and once through
there is a good scope of getting teaching jobs in govt. sector or in well-paid public sector schools by those who hold
any one of these degrees/certificates. However, education policies could not keep match of developing teachers
through these programmes neither with the needs of well-trained teachers in the country nor with the aspirations of
the youth to get seats to be teachers in the teacher training institutes. According to the District Information System
for Education (DISE) of the Union Ministry of Human Resource Development, the academic year 2014-15 saw
41.55% of the 7.6 lakh primary only schools in the country staffed by only two teachers.11.62% had only one
teacher and 0.84% (6,404) did not have any teacher at all. And of the total 12.6 lakh schools in India, including those
with primary, senior secondary and higher secondary sections, 28.68% have only two teachers, 8.84% have only
one and 0.91% (11,249) have no teacher at all.
MASTERCOACH programme of Quest Alliance is an informal teachers’ training platform that uses transformative
blended learning approach that allows anytime anywhere learning through a planned journey. Lifelong learning is
essential for reaching the 2030 sustainable development goals points out Bill Rees, CEO of International Youth
Foundation. He states that if lifelong learning is not adopted by teenagers of today, they will not be prosperous and
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relevant in the world around them. MsterCoach training programs are ideal for high performing trainers who wish to
keep themselves updated. Immersive trainer workshops, online trainer certification and data analytics on course
performance make this programme more relevant and valuable.
The MasterCoach certification may be used as a tool to empower trainers who could not enter the formal system of
teachers’ trainings or who wish to add on skills through digital modes. Those who undergo MasterCoach programme
develop a strong professional and personal identity by shifting awareness towards self, learning styles and setting a
vision for their growth and thus become better facilitators and develop good relationships with the learners. The
program aims to create a shift in the learning processes from teacher centric to learner centric. Built on the power of
online learning, MasterCoach offers flexibility to the attendees to learn at their own pace. It is built for three levels –
Foundational, Exploratory and Immersive. Each level has 4 modules – Understanding the self, The Learner,
Facilitation Skills and 21st Century Classroom Management skills for real world application and a trainer’s social
capital.
5.3.1 IMPACT OF MASTERCOACH : 6,390 students impacted through 71 trainers out of which 25 are women
trainers at 8 locations, 11 organizations are supporting the program.
Review of MasterCoach program reveals:

Usefulness of program:
It was very useful, I am able to apply
the learning in my practice
It was useful to some extent, I got new
ideas and information

10%

It was useful in a limited way, I already
knew most of that was covered in the course

90%

It wasn't useful at all, there was
nothing new for me in the course

Development through Program:
50%

Improving my facilitation practice
Becoming a self learner
Building my trainer network
Giving a platform to share my ideas and opinions

10%
10%

Understanding myself as a facilitator

30%

Not really helped me in any way
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Conversion of Trainers into facilitators:

20%

I am more aware of the needs of my Learner I adapt content to suit their
I am better planned and spend time preparing of my session

10%

I do a lot more research on my own to improve my practice
I seek feedback from my student and peers more actively now

70%

My Practice hasn't changed a lot, I am still doing some things that I use..

Increase in interaction with other in the organization:

I Interact with them regularly and support
them in improving their practice

10%
I only support them when I am directed as
part of training and classroom support
I don't interact very much with the other
trainers

90%

Change inposition after completion of Master Coach:

50%

I have joined another organisation at a better position
I am in the same organisation and have been promoted
to higher position
I am in the same organistion , at the same position but
handling more responsibilities

20%

I am in the same organisation in the same position

30%

6. CSR MODEL OF SPONSORSHIP FOR QUEST ACTIVITIES
Various philanthropic, corporates, governments and international organizations partner with Quest Alliance for
sponsoring the noble activities of bridging the gaps in formal system of education and skill development. AMD India,
Sponsors Quest Alliance Anandshala activities to equip students in Government schools with basic computer science
education and game design to strengthen their academic or professional computer science goals.
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Quest conceptualized and designed a self-learning toolkit built on Scratch, and open source block programming
platform developed at MIT Media Lab. The toolkit is accompanied by student workbooks and trainer manuals. Using
the blended learning approach, basic concepts of programming, viz. looping, sequencing, and parallelism, are
introduced to students from grades 8 and 9. The project has also seen mentoring by AMD employees as role models
for many students who aspire to study computer science in the future.
Over the past 2 years with support from AMD, Quest has worked with 3 government schools in Bangalore and
Hyderabad with over 800 students.
In different states, there are different corporate partners and in some of the states, even State Governments are
supporting Quest Teams initiatives. UNDP is sponsoring MyQuest programme of Quest Alliance for ITIs and
Polytechnics in Delhi. Though actual impact on placements will be available only after passing of one complete batch,
since the Quest Alliance started their activities in Delhi Govt. Training and Technical Institutes, intervention of Quest
Team has been very fruitful leading to substantial increase in placement of students, particularly girls of these
institutes
7. CONCLUSIONS:
A close look at the initiatives of Quest Alliance guides towards following conclusions
1.

Looking at the Indian needs for improvement in the education system, programs like MasterCoach are

2.

innovative and relevant in the context of acute shortage of teachers in our schools.
The model may be adopted by the formal education structure as well to match the demand and supply of

3.
4.

teachers all over India.
It is an ideal example of use of technology for conversion of humans into human resources.
The old vocational and training systems of India may not be successful in their isolated efforts. Handholding
through programs like MyQuest help in overall development of the trainees leading to better placements and
confident citizens fit to work all over globe. Time has come when such programs are acceptance.

5.

Collaborative efforts of government and other partners may bring in desired results.
Anandshala approach of warning the students at early stages of non-performance, enrichment through nontraditional tools and engagement of all stakeholders from parents to government authorities, may be

6.

included in the mainstream education all over India.
Involvement of more corporate partners may increase success of such programmes. CSR funds of corporate
partners may be utilized through Not-Profit organizations in formal as well as informal education and skill
development organizations for development of human assets who may help in developing India as Skilled

7.

Capital of the World.
Technology based ‘Anytime Anywhere’ trainings and re-trainings are proving successful. Need of the hour is
that such programmes may be clubbed with the traditional formal system. Physical presence of the
attendees may be necessary in the beginning for the purpose of proper orientation and at the time of
performance based practicals and tests. Rest of the training may be provided with mobile application based
or online modes of knowledge transfer methodologies which may provide opportunity to more number of
aspirants. In such case unlike the traditional system, dependence on availability of trainers and physical
infrastructure is reduced to a great extent. Lectures once recorded are used again and again for different
groups.
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8. WAY FORWARD
Gone is the time when various sections of society like government, not-profit, public sector, etc. were working in their
own silos. Now is the time when collaborative efforts of all stakeholders are needed to develop the country through
human resources development by appropriate training of the trainers and skill development of the trainees.
Initiatives like Quest Alliance need to be adopted in the formal system as well. As number of seats in our formal
teachers’ training institutes are very less, introduction of technological training, ‘Anytime Anywhere’, if added, may
solve the problem of shortage of teachers in India.
Training and Re-training to enhance skills of government school teachers may prove very fruitful through digital
technological practices as are being adopted by Quest Alliance.
For overall development of students of vocational and technical education institutions, hand-holding by
organizations like Quest Alliance in the beginning leading to development of self sustainable models for overall
development of students is the present time need.
Platforms containing tools for empowerment of educators through blended learning strategies, materials and
networks may lead the way forward to attain a self-sustained, educated, skilled, capable and responsible Indian
society.
***
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Future Workforce Strategy:
Upskilling and Reskilling for Business Growth
The impact of technological, demographic and socio-economic disruptions on business models will be felt in
transformations to the employment landscape and skills requirements, resulting in substantial challenges for
recruiting, training and managing talent. Several industries may find themselves in a scenario of positive
employment demand for hard-to-recruit specialist occupations with simultaneous skills instability across many
existing roles. For example, the Mobility industries expect employment growth accompanied by a situation where
nearly 40% of the skills required by key jobs in the industry are not yet part of the core skill set of these functions
today.

At the same time, workers in lower skilled roles, particularly in the Office and Administrative and Manufacturing and
Production job families, may find themselves caught up in a vicious cycle where low skills stability means they could
face redundancy without significant re- and upskilling even while disruptive change may erode employers' incentives
and the business case for investing in such reskilling. Not anticipating and addressing such issues in a timely manner
over the coming years may come at an enormous economic and social cost for businesses, individuals and
economies and societies as a whole.
Recognition of Reskilling and Retraining as a Priority
Responses to the Future of Jobs Survey indicate that business leaders are aware of these looming challenges but
have been slow to act decisively. Just over two thirds of the respondents believe that future workforce planning and
change management features as a reasonably high or very high priority on the agenda of their company's or
organization's senior leadership, ranging from just over half in the Basic and Infrastructure sector to four out of five
respondents in Energy and Healthcare. Across all industries, about two thirds of the respondents also report
intentions to invest in the reskilling of current employees as part of their change management and future workforce
planning efforts, making it by far the highest-ranked such strategy overall (Figure 13). However, companies that
report recognizing future workforce planning as a priority are nearly 50% more likely to plan to invest in reskilling
than companies who do not (61% against 39% of respondents).
Respondents' expectations about future skills requirements also provide a relatively clear indication of where such
retraining efforts might be concentrated in the most effective and efficient way. The Report categorizes work47
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relevant skills into abilities, basic skills and cross-functional skills (Figure 9), with particularly strong demand growth
expected in certain cross-functional skills, cognitive abilities and basic skills such as active learning and ICT literacy.
Applying a time lens to the potential for acquisition of these skills (what ManpowerGroup refers to as a teachable fit),
it seems clear that targeted training in cross-functional skills is within the remit of an individual company or even a
group of companies coming together for synergy and greater efficiency. By contrast, cognitive abilities take much
longer to develop and touch upon the need for high quality and inclusive secondary,primary and pre-school
education. This is a field in which companies have an opportunity to take a proactive approach to building their talent
pipelines by working much more directly with education providers. In addition to such efforts by individual
companies there are also opportunities for redeploying skills across industry boundaries from declining to growing
parts of the labor market.
Barriers to Managing Change

Reskilling and retraining efforts may not yield the desired return if they are not cognizant of impending disruptive
change and instead base their content primarily on today's requirements or past successes. Currently, only 53% of
CHROs surveyed are reasonably or highly confident regarding the adequacy of their organization's future workforce
strategy to prepare for these shifts.
The main perceived barriers to a more decisive approach include a lack of understanding of the disruptive changes
ahead, resource constraints and short-term profitability pressures and lack of alignment between workforce
strategies and firms' innovation strategies (Figure 12). However, there are some significant differences between
industries in this regard. The Information and Communication Technology sector reports a comparatively good
understanding of drivers of change and instead sees resource constraints as its main barrier whereas the Media,
Entertainment and Information industry—perhaps the sector that has seen the largest scale of disruption of its
traditional business model to date—reports a very good understanding of the nature of disruptive changes ahead
and is instead mainly concerned about short-term shareholder pressures (Table 9).
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Furthermore, CHROs' confidence in the adequacy of their company's or organization's workforce strategy is strongly
correlated with the perceived priority given to these issues by top management and with perceived alignment
between workforce strategy and innovation strategy. Conversely, CHROs who do not see these two measures in
place are more than 50% more likely not to express confidence in their firm's strategy.
Envisaged Workforce Strategies
In order to meet the talent and skills challenges brought about by expected business model disruptions, companies
envisage pursuing a range of innovative workforce strategies; providing employees with wider exposure to roles
across the firm, stepping up efforts to target the female talent pool and collaborating with the education sector more
closely than in the past are some of the more popular measures (Figure 13). Across all industries, plans to invest in
reskilling current employees feature prominently among reported future workforce strategies.

However, the prevalence of insufficient understanding of disruptive changes as well as resource constraints as main
barriers to managing change perhaps helps to explain the current mismatch between the magnitude of the
upcoming changes and the relatively timid actions being taken by companies to address these challenges so far.
For example, a number of promising approaches appear underutilized across almost all industries. Despite
widespread proclamations in support of workplace gender parity, only one in four companies envisages actively
targeting female talent, ranging from 46% in the Media, Entertainment and Information sector to only 16% in
Information and Communication Technology. There also seems to be varying openness to collaboration, whether
within or across industries, with the latter seemingly much more acceptable. Furthermore, a focus on making better
use of the accumulated experience of older employees and building an ageless workforce barely register among
proposed workforce strategies.
In fact, these findings are in striking contrast with the envisaged measures of respondents who report both that they
are confident in the adequacy of their future workforce strategy and that these issues are perceived as a priority for
their top management. This group is more than twice as likely to be targeting female talent and minority talent and
over 50% more likely to be supporting employees' mobility and job rotation within the firm. They are significantly
less likely to plan to hire more short-term workers or to use expatriate talent, in line with their equally much higher
probability to invest in internal talent and reskilling, as already noted above. There is a need in several of these areas
for bolder leadership and strategic action within companies and within and across industries, including partnerships
with public institutions and the education sector.
49
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Recommendations for Action
For businesses to capitalize on new opportunities, they will need to put talent development and future workforce
strategy front and centre to their growth. Firms can no longer be passive consumers of ready-made human capital.
They require a new mindset to meet their talent needs and to optimize social outcomes. This entails several major
changes in how business views and manages talent, both immediately and in the longer term. In particular, there are
four areas with short term implications and three that are critical for long term resilience.

Immediate Focus
Reinventing the HR Function: As business leaders begin to consider proactive adaptation to a new talent landscape,
they need to manage skills disruption as an urgent concern. They must understand that talent is no longer a longterm issue that can be solved with tried and tested approaches that were successful in the past or by instantly
replacing existing workers. Instead, as the rate of skills change accelerates across both old and new roles in all
industries, proactive and innovative skill-building and talent management is an urgent issue. What this requires is an
HR function that is rapidly becoming more strategic and has a seat at the table—one that employs new kinds of
analytical tools to spot talent trends and skills gaps, and provides insights that can help organizations align their
business, innovation and talent management strategies to maximize available opportunities to capitalize on
transformational trends.

Based on World Economic Forum and the Global Agenda Council on Employment,
Matching Skills and Labor Market Needs: Building Social Partnerships for Better Skills and Better Jobs, 2014.
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